GROUP POSSESSION OF
EVIDENCE:
A STUDY IN SOCIAL
EPISTEMOLOGY
What is it for a group to possess evidence? This is the question that guides this paper. I argue that it is not sufficient for group possession that a member of the group
individually possesses the evidence in question, and that it is not necessary for
group possession that every member of the group individually possesses the evidence. In light of this I offer my own attempt at answering the guiding question.
By Hans Robin Solberg

“T

he jury lacked a vital piece of evidence,”
“Scientists have new evidence of a habitable planet just a few million light years away!” “Anti-corruption
organization with shocking news: ‘We have evidence of
widespread government corruption’”. These statements
all seem fine, but from an epistemological standpoint
they are quite interesting: A group (jury, scientists, organization) possesses or fails to possess some evidence.
How so? In this paper I will investigate if and how groups
possess evidence. I start off with some preliminaries and
argue that groups can possess evidence. After this I turn
to a very simple theory of group possession of evidence
and refute it with a counter-example. Then I try to give
an account of group possession of evidence by looking
at four parameters: member possession, dissemination,
awareness and trust. In conclusion I raise some potential
objections to the attempted account.
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1. Preliminaries
Evidence is subject to discussion in several areas of philosophy. First, in philosophy of science, understanding
the relationship between evidence and theories and hypotheses is a major field of study.1 The central question
is: How are theories confirmed by evidence? Employing
and developing different formal tools, the hope is to better understand the quest for scientific knowledge. Second,
in epistemology, evidence entered the debate over how to
best understand justification in a post-Gettier world.2 The
evidentialists take justification to be the fit of a person’s
belief with her evidence (Feldman and Conee 1985). But
also non-evidentialists recognize the importance of evidence. On the supposition that evidentialism is false, some
philosophers look at other ways to understand the role of
evidence in justifying our beliefs.3 Third, in discussions
revolving around the methodology of philosophy, the ex-
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tension of evidence has come under scrutiny. Is it only
unaided (and maybe aided) observations that count as
evidence? What about intuitions, intellectual seemings,
a priori reasons, etc.?
This paper is guided by a less studied question:

as groups and they can act as epistemic agents. This means
that groups can believe or maybe stand in some other relation like accept, hold, or work with different beliefs, theories or hypotheses as groups. I accept the stronger claim
that group epistemic life can come apart (to some extent)
from any single member’s
(Guiding Question): What
epistemic life.7 An illustraIn fact, for the most part, when it
is it for a group G to possess
tion of this: It seems I can
comes to scientific theories looking
some evidence E?4
truthfully say that “we posat me as an individual epistemic
sess evidence that confirms
I will try to be as neutral as
agent you will find that I individuthe theory of evolution by
possible regarding the other
natural selection” without it
ally possess very little evidence.
questions about evidence
being true that I individually
raised in the previous parapossess such evidence in a robust sense of possess, which I
graph. However, I will make some starting assumptions.
for now understand as a non-testimonial and direct acquaintance with E. In fact, for the most part, when it comes to scientific theories looking at me as an individual
When it comes to evidence I will make the following three
assumptions:
epistemic agent you will find that I individually possess
very little evidence. But, hopefully, if you look at me as
1) There is such a thing as evidence and epistemic agents
a member of a wider epistemic group you will find that
are capable of possessing it.
the group possesses such supporting evidence. By being a
member of the group, and if the group has the right kind
2) The major function of evidence is to give some veritistic
of communicative structure, I can defer to and use that
or probabilistic support to our beliefs (or theories or hyevidence to justify or support my further individual epistepotheses) and justify (or warrant or validate) our doxastic
mic states. Of course, in that case I stand in some relation
attitude towards a given belief (or theory or hypothesis).5
to the evidence, but some relation other than individual
possession. This is an important motivation for allowing
3) Many of our beliefs rely (at least in part, directly or indigroup possession of evidence.
rectly) on evidential support.
What does it take for a group to constitute an episteBeyond this I hope the reader and I have enough of
mic agent? For the purpose of this paper I will hold to the
an idea of what evidence is to guide us through our
following:
investigation.6
(Definition of G): A group G denotes an epistemic
Now for the social aspect: My guiding question, with
agent iff G has an, inexplicit or explicit, functionally orits focus on group possession of evidence, fits into the
ganizational structure that yields epistemic states based on
branch of epistemology called social epistemology, somebut with some autonomy from the epistemic states of G’s
times collective epistemology. As this branch is a rather
members taken individually.8
new outgrowth on the tree of analytic philosophy there
Note here that it is not the fact that a group is in some
are many unsettled questions about the epistemic life of
specific epistemic state (like possessing some evidence E)
groups that I will not settle here. For my purpose it sufthat makes it an epistemic agent; rather it is the group’s
fices to say that the following holds: There are such things
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capability to (or state of being organized in some way
that) yield one or several kinds of group epistemic states.
In many cases these groups are formed through cultural or biological coincidences; explicit stipulations of
who counts as a member; or by some people having a
common goal that requires epistemic activity to be
reached. By implementing some organizational structure, more or less consciously, the group uses the epistemic states of the members to engender epistemic states
of the group (like voting procedures, belief aggregation,
and so on). For the rest of this paper I will assume that
the groups in question have been constituted prior to the
epistemic activity under scrutiny. More importantly, being in the resulting state of that activity, in this case possession of some evidence E, will not be treated as a membership criterion since that would render the question of
whether the group possesses E or not moot.
My definition will in general remain neutral on the
question of what kind of epistemic states the organizational structures of different groups can and cannot yield (candidate
states are judAfter carefully manipulating
gments, beliefs,
the shopkeeper towards the
acceptance of
subject without raising suspitheories, trust,
cion, the shopkeeper reveals
awareness, etc.).
Of course, one
to Anne that the store indeed
such epistemic
does carry an exquisite piece of
state is that I
jewelry inlaid with a beautiful,
take
groups
finely cut Unobtainium stone.
to be capable
of is evidence
possession.
So far, I’ve set the stage by claiming that we can see
groups as epistemic agents (granted that the group in
question has members with epistemic states and some
functionally organizational structure that yield group
epistemic states based on but with some autonomy from
member states), and tried to motivate that one such
group epistemic state that certain groups are capable of
is group possession of evidence. Now, let’s turn to the
guiding question: What is it for a group G to possess
some evidence E?
2. Against an Automatic Transfer View
A very simple account of groups possessing evidence can
be stated as follows:
(Automatic Transfer View): Whatever evidence a member
28
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m of a group G gathers and possesses is automatically possessed by G per se.9

A virtue of this account, beyond its simplicity, is that it
makes it rather easy to determine whether a piece of evidence is possessed by a group. All you have to do is to take
all the members of the group, determine whether one of
the members possesses the evidence in question and then
you have the answer. Alas, it does not hold up to scrutiny.
To see this consider the following case: Imagine a group
of jewelry thieves. The group G consists of three members:
Anne, Bob and Catherine. They are at the planning stage
of their next heist. G has already found a suitably located
target, the jewelry store JS, but they need to know more
about JS’ inventory. The reason is that G needs to score a
finely cut stone of the rare material Unobtainium for one
of their very wealthy customers, and in its present state G
lacks evidence that JS is carrying such an extraordinary
item. G’s solution is to send Anne in alone to investigate.
Anne is a master investigator. After carefully manipulating the shopkeeper towards the subject without raising
suspicion, the shopkeeper reveals to Anne that the store
indeed does carry an exquisite piece of jewelry inlaid with
a beautiful, finely cut Unobtainium stone. The shopkeeper
even shows it to Anne and she immediately recognizes the
stone as what G is looking for. Anne possesses evidence E:
“JS has a Unobtainium stone”. The question is of course:
Does G possess E?
The automatic transfer view answers “yes, G does possess E,” given that a member possesses E. If so, given my
earlier characterization of evidence, the group should now
be able to call upon E to justify further epistemic states of
G. I think that in the described case the group is not sufficiently aware of E to be in this kind of possession of the
evidence. As noted, a reason for saying this is that G, so
far, cannot as a group make use of E as a basis for epistemic agency. If Anne rejoins the group without ever doing
anything further with her possession of E (like telling the
others about what she saw), how are the group to employ
E to justify further epistemic states? Take for example the
belief “JS has an Unobtainium stone”. The fundamental
problem, according to my diagnosis, is that G cannot
(in the described case) do the epistemic act of forming a
justified belief that JS has the Unobtainium stone, where
the justificatory support for the belief comes from E, not
on Anne’s simply possessing the evidence alone. So, something more than individual gathering and possession
is needed for group possession, in other words, individual
possession is not sufficient in and of itself.10
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One fix might be to say that all the members of G must
3. Group Possession of Evidence: Four Parameters
gather and possess E. I agree that if all three members (or
Based on the previous paragraph we turn to a positive
maybe even just the majority) of the group went in to the
attempt at describing group possession of evidence. As a
store together and saw the stone then the group would
starting point we will look at a definition of individual
end up possessing E. But this cannot be a necessary repossession of evidence given by Kevin McCain in his book
quirement for group possession. It would be a too strong
Evidentialism and Epistemic Justification (2014). Having
requirement, at least if one takes it to mean that each
gone through different attempts at defining individual
member (or most) of G needs to possess E in the same
possession of evidence he ends up with the following:
robust form that Anne possesses E. We want to allow for
MVP*: S has p available as evidence relevant to q at t iff at t
a division of epistemological labor (Kitcher 1990). When
S
is currently aware of p or S is disposed to bring p to mind
gathering some piece of evidence E (or a collection thewhen
reflecting on the question of q’s truth. (McCain 2014:
reof ) a group should be able to allocate only parts of its
51)
epistemic capacity to such a task. If not, epistemic progress would be unnecessarily slow-paced. Beyond this,
Of course, we could try to substitute S throughout this
considering the actual activity of groups, such a requiredefinition with G and hope to be done. But there are some
ment gets it all wrong. Epistemic groups like intelligence
problems with that.
agencies, communities of scientists, newspapers, etc. do
First of all it is not clear what it would mean for a
divide the evidence-related work between their members,
group to be disposed to bring E to mind when reflecting on
and I cannot see anything epistemically wrong with that.
the truth of some belief. Although the kind of evidence
Given this, here is my story of how the band of thiepossession characterized by MVP*, that is, evidence as a
ves can come to possess the evidence they seek. The story
mental state, might be an interesting and important kind
goes as before. Anne is sent in and she sees the stone. So,
of evidence possession when thinking about individuals, it
a member possesses E by individual gathering. She then
is the main point of this paper to discuss another potenrejoins the group and tells them what she saw, that is, she
tial kind of evidence possession that does not require the
disseminates E throughout G. Now, Bob and Catherine,
same rich mental notions as those employed in MVP*.
by listening to Anne, are made aware of E, not by gatSecond, presumably something more goes into group poshering E themselves but by an act of testimony. Finally,
session of evidence than stated in MVP*. As we have seen,
as Bob and Catherine trust in Anne’s abilities as an ingroups, consisting of members, often use some degree of
vestigator, or at least because Anne actually is reliable as
communication for certain epistemic needs, like relayan investigator, they can also employ E. Further, because
ing evidence. And when there is
large parts of the group (in
communication of an epistemic
Traditionally, in epistemology,
fact all in this case) now are
sort, trust or reliability enters the
aware or at least disposed to
humans have been the only
picture. In any way it should not
think of E they can use this
candidate for epistemic agents
surprise us that MVP* is deficient
evidence to further justify
around.
The
account
of
group
poswhen handling group possession
both individual and group
of evidence, as that was not its insession of evidence in this paper
beliefs and go on planning
tended purpose.12
their heist. In this case G
has already broken with this traUsing these reflections and
possesses E. The lesson is
dition by characterizing groups
MVP*
as a springboard I’ll inthat groups – being social or
of humans as epistemic agents.
troduce
an attempted charactericommunicative collections
zation
of
group possession of evi– can, do and need to use
dence with four parameters. I call
this capacity in evidence-possession. Awareness of E (or
them
parameters
as
I
do
not want to give a list of necessary
at least dispositional access to E) can be obtained through
and
sufficient
conditions,
which, given the wide variety of
some appropriate communicative structure in G.11
real-life scenarios of group-possession of evidence will im30
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mediately run into trouble. Instead I will list what I take
to be some relevant parameters that can be satisfied to differing degrees. I’ll call it the Attempted Characterization
of Group Possession or (ACGP) for short:

For short each parameter is called: 1) Member possession,
2) Dissemination, 3) Awareness, and 4) Trust. I want to
stress here that this is an attempt at a characterization, hopefully each parameter will help better our understanding
of group possession but (ACGP) might not hold up to
scrutiny. I will now turn to discussing each parameter.
3.1. Member Possession and Epistemic Agency
For some evidence E to come into the possession of G I
take it that at least some member(s) m individually possesses E, either by direct acquaintance or through testimony. The evidence must enter the group somehow. I’ve
mainly ignored the question of exactly how membership
in any specific epistemic group is settled, and relied on an
assumption that membership-criterions can be diverse and
more or less explicit. Still, some general remarks on what I
take to be a necessary requirement for membership status
in epistemic groups will be given.
What does it take to be a member of G? A first approximation: any member of G has to be an epistemic agent.
In the simple case of the three jewelry thieves above, the
members of the group were the three individual human
beings. In general we can say that the members of epistemic groups have to be individual epistemic agents, usually
individual human beings or beings sufficiently like humans. Epistemic agents, I take it, are agents which are able
to perform epistemic activities (like discovering, investigating, questioning, and inferring), and to be in epistemic
states (like knowing, believing, and possessing evidence).
Traditionally, in epistemology, humans have been the only
candidate for epistemic agents around. The account of
group possession of evidence in this paper has already broken with this tradition by characterizing groups of humans
as epistemic agents. Still, one could accept my view by making this one allowance, and mainly keep to the traditional
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view. Evidence possession at the member level could be
spelled out by using something like McCain’s MVP* and
at the group level one would use something like (ACGP).
So, my account is not in need of heavily revising our notion of epistemic agency. Having said this,
I do want to tentatively suggest a different
and more radical revision of our notion of
epistemic agency in light of the epistemic
life of groups.
One motivation for breaking with the
traditional view is that that view has been
too bound by the psychology of actual, individual human
beings13 and therefore fails to account for activity dissimilar to that of individual human beings, activity which
maybe should be seen as epistemic. By using our own way
of representing and interacting with the world as the frame
of reference for understanding what it is to be in epistemic
states and be able to perform epistemic activity, we end up
thinking too narrowly about what epistemology is concerned with. For example, many take having the capacity for
holding beliefs as the qualification for being an epistemic
agent. On such a view, any entity incapable of holding beliefs is not an epistemic agent. So, whether or not different
kinds of animals, computers or other entities are epistemic
agents depend on their being capable of belief. I think this
is problematic because belief is just one kind of interesting
informational state an entity can be in, and we therefore
potentially rule out other, maybe complex and rich, ways
of interacting with information as non-epistemic. My suggestion is to detach epistemology from human psychology
and thereby enabling us to formulate epistemic notions
applying to activity deviating from the cognitive activity
of humans.
Examples of the kind of activity I’m interested in for
the purpose of this paper are information-processing activity done by non-human parts of actual groups. For example, modern day society relies on the activity of millions
of computers. Take any high-tech organization, like the
CIA, as our group to epistemically assess. Could we assess
and determine the epistemic states (think of the evidence
possessed) of the CIA as a group without at all assessing
and determining the activity and states of their computers?
Or take a police unit which besides human agents also
employs a police dog, for example to track fugitives. If we
accede that the police unit as a group can be an epistemic
agent, can we really understand the epistemic activity and
HANS ROBIN SOLBERG
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states of the police unit with complete disregard for the
activity and states of the police dog? I think we cannot. In
both these cases the activity of the non-human parts of the
groups in question should be thought of as epistemic,14
and they should be thought of as members of their groups.
Given my earlier requirement on members of groups this
calls for a looser sense of epistemic agency. What would
that loose sense be?
Here’s a sketch of a reply: An epistemic agent is any
highly integrated entity (like animals, machines, humans,
and so on) capable of holding and operating upon information to some degree, and the more complex and autonomous those capabilities are the more of an epistemic
agent is the entity in question. This definition would allow
both dogs (and maybe some complex enough computers)
as falling within the range of epistemic agent.15 Of course,
to allow for these entities to possess evidence one would
also have to define evidence possession in a way different
from that done by McCain. If one were committed to the
view that dogs and computers can possess evidence I think
one could give a revised definition, just as I did earlier
for groups.16 Another question is of course whether or not
those definitions are correct or in any way tenable. If one
is unhappy about this later turn but believe in group possession of evidence, I suggest one ignore the more radical
revision and stick only to the claim about groups. One can
then read the rest of this paper as talking about groups and
their members understood in the traditional way. Given
this, I return to discussing (ACGP).

depend strongly on being relayed through communicative
structures.
Parameter 3 is a tricky one: “G is aware of E or disposed to bring E to attention when called for.” What is it for G
to be aware of E? One possible solution is to model group
awareness by using an Awareness Aggregation Function
(AAF).17 In that case a threshold of awareness amongst the
members in G of E would have to be reached for G to be
aware of E (granting that we have a prior handle on who
should be counted as members). Member awareness of E
will either come about by individual possession and direct
acquaintance with E or awareness or access to E through
D.18
Plausibly, evidence possession does not require the
agent to be in a state of perpetual current awareness.
Therefore the second disjunct of parameter 3 allows for a
“disposition to bring E to attention” as a form of evidence
possession. For groups such a disposition will be a part of
G’s functional epistemic organization. There are primarily
two prerequisites for organizing such a disposition: First,
G has to have E in storage (or some kind of group memory), and second, G has to have some structural organization that retrieves E under the right conditions (when the
support of E is called for). For an illustration take some
modern day, high-tech national intelligence agency, let us
call it IA. Their computers store vast amounts of information that can be used as evidence. Furthermore, if for
example some citizen becomes a suspect in a case of national security, IA will be able to retrieve evidence to use for
or against the citizen in question.
3.2. Dissemination and Awareness
Although dissemination and awareness often go toAs members gather and come to possess E the next step is
gether they might come apart. At least if we look at groups
to disseminate E throughout G and make G aware of E.
diachronically. Let’s say that in a certain group the relay meParameter 2: Groups can have many different forms
thod D is publication of findings in journals. Then some
of communicative structures, and what I called
m can successfully
the relaying method for evidence dissemination,
disseminate E, at
This being a philosophy
D, can be implemented in many ways, either
time t1, by pubpaper, I hope to have staexplicitly or inexplicitly. For example, in smaller
lishing her fintacitly formed groups word of mouth will often
dings, while G can
ted enough objectionable
suffice as method D. In larger, more complex
fail to be aware of
things for it to be interesting.
epistemic structures, like those in modern scienE, close to t1, by
ce, other forms of D are often employed. One
some failure in
such popular method is by publishing findings in scientific
reading or caring about m’s report. One might want to
journals. The crucial point here is that given that we allow
object that a failure to make G aware of E at any subseinitial possession down to a single member of G, most caquent time just is failure of dissemination. It still seems
ses of group possession will require use of a method D for
that the organizational structure of complex groups do
E to reach the group in general. This reflects both allowing
distinguish between structures of dissemination (having
a division of epistemic labor and the fact that evidence
some method D, like publishing) vs. structures of awarepossessed by groups (as opposed to individuals) will often
ness (maybe like having an institutional norm of reading
32
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relevant journals).19
The complexity of real-life cases of group awareness
and methods for dissemination might be so diverse and
messy that these general parameters cannot hope catch all
of them. Still, group possession of evidence often requires
some communicative structure for the transmission of evidence, and group awareness of E or group disposition to
bring E to attention is required to some extent for the use
of E as support for group doxastic states.
3.3. Trust
The last parameter is that of trust. This is the parameter I
take to be least clearly a necessary one but since (ACGP)
takes dissemination of evidence by parts of the group to
the remaining parts as a pervasive feature of group possession of E, trust, implicit or explicit, between the members themselves, and by the members in the organizational
structure of G, will often be important. The issue of trust,
as being an important concept in social epistemology, has
been raised by others in the literature.20 Even though most
agree that in any socially structured epistemic endeavor
(like group possession of evidence) there must be some
degree of trust, there still remain questions to explore:
Just like in the case of awareness, what does it mean for
a group to trust in m or D? Can we model such a parameter
using a Trust Aggregation Function? Where the trust-parameter kicks in will depend strongly on G’s communicative structure. If word of mouth is the method of dissemination the trust will be mostly between the members. In
other more complex structures there will have to be trust
in the structure or methods of dissemination themselves
as reliable. Given that each member might have to trust in
different sources for E, we might want to restate parameter
4 as: for all or most members m in G, m trusts in the relevant source (either another m or D) of E to m. Some might
want to do without a notion of trust. In that case, I suggest
that we speak instead of the actual reliability of the source
of E, regardless of m having some appropriate attitude towards that source. This would probably mesh better with
the more radical revision of what kind of entity m can be.
Can moral traits or concerns impinge on the epistemic
trustworthiness of a relevant source? Of this I am skeptical
(for more see note 23). In the case of evidence it is only
trust in the evidence-gathering capabilities of m or the reliability of the dissemination-method D for evidence that
is relevant. This kind of trust, I think, should be defined as
narrowly and purely epistemically as possible.
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4. Problems with (ACGP)
(ACGP) is an attempt at characterizing group possession
of evidence. What objections can be raised against it? First
of all, (ACGP) is too generic and vague. It is optimistic
and probably plain wrong to think that it can handle all
real-life cases of group possession of evidence. The objection then is that real-life cases of group possession are too
disparate and dissimilar for there to be a general account
of the phenomenon. Philosophers’ traditional aim at general accounts might not be reached in this case. To this
objection I am sympathetic but my proposal is to treat
(ACGP) as a sketch of a prototypical case of group possession of evidence, which summarizes certain traits important to group possession of evidence. Another objection
is that (ACGP) or elements of it is just wrong. Maybe the
notion that there can be group awareness, for example, is
wrong and therefore cannot be a requirement for group
possession of evidence. The same issue might be raised for
groups trusting some relevant source.
For now, I will treat (ACGP) as a preliminary proposal. It is there on the table for further examination, fully
open for being picked apart and thrown away: (Guiding
Question) When does G possess E? My answer: When
some member m of G possesses E, E is disseminated by
some method D through G, G is either currently aware
of E or disposed to bring E to attention when called for,
and for all or most members m in G, m trusts in the
relevant source (either another m or D) of E to m.
5. Conclusion
This paper has intended to take a step towards a better
understanding of group possession of evidence. We started
by looking at an argument for groups having the capacity
of evidence possession. Then we assessed a simple theory
of group possession of evidence, (ATV), which was refuted
by a counterexample. After this a more refined account,
(ACGP), was given, relying on the following parameters
for group possession: member possession, dissemination,
awareness and trust. Each parameter was discussed and
elaborated on. In the end some potential objections to
(ACGP) was raised and its fate was left to further inquiry.
Much of it is tentative but nonetheless, I think, informative. Also, this being a philosophy paper, I hope to have
stated enough objectionable things for it to be interesting.
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NOTES
For an example see Hempel (1983).
The focus on justification in modern epistemology can be traced back
to Gettier (1963).
3
For examples of proposed syntheses of evidentialism and another
major theory of justification, reliabilism, see Comesaña (2010) and
Goldman (2011).
4
There has been some study of a related question, namely: When does
an epistemic agent (construed as an individual) possess some evidence
E? For more, see (Feldman 2004) and (McCain 2014). Most of these
accounts think of evidence possession as a mental state of the individual. When talking about groups I will be a bit more careful, because even
though I think there is a psychology of groups (which stand in some
relationship to the psychological states of the members of that group),
I’m not sure that groups possess their own, robust enough mental states
required for the kind of evidence possession these accounts explore.
More will be said on this later.
5
This is not meant as taking an evidentialist position on justification in
general. As far as I’m concerned all of this is compatible with or can be
subsumed under some other understanding of justification.
6
I will for example not take a stance on the extension of the concept of
evidence.
7
An example of this view can be found in Goldman (2013). I have
certain reservations against saying that the “group has a mind of its
own”. Still, that there are epistemic differences between a group G and
any single member m of G I agree with. One can question whether G
is, epistemically speaking, more than the sum of its parts, that is, its
members taken jointly. A proposed answer: Group G’s epistemic state
supervenes on the individual members’ epistemic states and the relations between the members. These relations add something to G that
does not reduce easily to the individual member level.
8
This is along the lines of the discussion in Goldman (2013), just a
bit more generalized. Examples of different functions that a group can
1
2
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implement discussed in the literature (again, see Goldman 2013) are
belief aggregation functions (BAFs) and justification aggregation functions (JAFs).
9
This formulation is inspired by what Goldman calls a “highly suspect” assumption of how group possession of evidence comes about
(Goldman and McGrath 2013:235). As far as I know no one actually
commits to such a view.
10
Another counter-example to the automatic transfer view that has been
proposed to me revolves around evidence possessed by an individual
which cannot possibly be transferred to the group. Here’s the proposed
counter-example: If there is anything such as the quale “what it is like
to see red” I presumably have evidence through my perceptual states of
what it is like to see red. Unless we want to commit ourselves to group
perception of qualia, groups cannot possess evidence for what it is like
to see red. So, there is individually possessed evidence that cannot be
transferred to the group level. Seeing as the existence of qualia is not a
given fact, I leave it up to the reader to assess the force of this example.
11
For a more formal discussion on the communicative structure of
epistemic groups (specifically in science) and testimonial norms, see
Mayo-Wilson (2014).
12
A further reason is the earlier stated acceptance that the epistemic life
of groups is not the same as individuals’ epistemic life (see note 7).
13
This is meant to be a more neutral formulation of “S is currently
aware of p or S is disposed to bring p to mind when reflecting on the
question of q’s truth”.
14
It might be helpful to remember the definition of G on page three
when reading (ACGP): For G to be aware of or disposed to bring E to
attention or trust m and/or D, is for G to have an inexplicit or explicit
functionally organizational structure that yields such states.
15
This is just a claim, and I do not defend it here. But I think a look at
most of the epistemology done the last century will justify this claim.
16
See Kornblith (2002) for the view that there is no difference in kind
between animal knowledge vs. human knowledge, only difference in degree. On this view, animals can be epistemic agents. Beyond Kornblith I
want to take this stance also toward other things, like computers.
17
An option at this point is to replace the term epistemic agent in the
loose sense with some other term, maybe epistemic system. Epistemic
agents could be retained for some special subclass of epistemic systems.
In that event, my earlier discussion about groups as epistemic agents
should be recast as a discussion about groups as epistemic systems.
18
Of course, there might also be completely different ways of accounting for the sense of epistemic contribution in these cases, ways that does
not rely on redefining epistemic agency at all.
19
This is akin to the BAF and JAF discussed in Goldman (2013).
20
Still, here more work has to be done. Especially, if one accepts the
radical revision allowing non-humans like dogs and computers as members of groups. In that case one either has to replace or revise traditional
notions of awareness and acquaintance so that computers, etc. could
be said to be in those states, or redefine (ACGP) using concepts more
neutral than those used by me.
21
Another solution to the case of the unread scientist m is to say that m
brought G into a state of dispositional awareness of E but this depends
on G having some norm of retrieval, like consulting all relevant published material at some later stage when E is needed to support some
other epistemic state of G.
22
For an example see Hardwig (1991). Hardwig argues that the role of
trust in knowledge introduces ethical considerations into epistemology.
I’m not convinced by this. Trust can also be understood purely epistemically, that is, epistemic trust is not based on the ethical character of the
person or method in question but the epistemic traits (like reliability for
example) of the trusted element. I do not see the need to introduce any
ethics into such a notion of trust. Mayo-Wilson (2014) approaches the
question as that of the ‘reliability of testimonial norms’ in the community under scrutiny (in Mayo-Wilson’s case, scientific communities).
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